VEHICLE SEATING

Carrot XL Car Seat

Accessories
Forearm Support Tray

Carrot XL also caters for safety and the importance of keeping the user in a
supported posture for travel. This larger sized car seat is suitable for older
children and adult users who will not fit into the Carrot 3000.

Pen-Popper Buckle
#4116-6025-259

#4116-5544-259

Larger version of the Carrot 3000 Car Seat

20° Tilt Wedge

10 cm #4116-2842-259

#4116-0291-259

Incontinence Covers

TETHER OPTIONS
include additional
security tether for
the top of backrest
or ISOfix latch
connectors. These
may be required by
your local authorities.

2 point Hip Belt

Seat Base #4116-0476-209
Backrest #4116-2476-209

SHOULDER PROTECTOR
WINGS: Extendable
wings hold and protect
the body from side
impacts and centrifugal
forces.

SML #4116-6531-027
MED #4116-6532-027
LGE #4116-6533-027

Special LARGE
HARNESS DESIGN for
older users, supports
the shoulders. Easy
length adjustment.

Correct pelvis alignment
with comfort PADDED
HIP BELT

Air Mesh Cover set

Trunk Position Pads

Carrot XL Seat is equipped as standard with the low profile wide seat base,
large size headrest, shoulder protector wings, & 50 mm backrest extension.

#4116-3250-090

#4116-8880-099

LOW PROFILE WIDE SEAT
BASE 6 cm thick and 49
cm wide for easy access

Upgrade your Carrot 3000 to an XL Seat

Fixing/Tether Option
ISOfix latch connectors
#4116-6910-000

Carrot XL Upgrade kit can be purchased
to upgrade an existing Carrot 3000
Car Seat to an XL version, instead of
purchasing a whole new car seat when
the child grows out of the existing seat.

Fixing/Tether Option
Top tether
#4116-6953-017

Kit includes:
•
XL Low profile wide Seat Base
•
Longer metal rods for base
•
H-Harness
•
Hip belt
#4116-0030-259

CODE
4116-0020-259

USER HEIGHT USER WEIGHT SEAT DEPTH SEAT WIDTH
140-175 cm

www.motum.com.au
(08) 9381 2087
hello@motum.com.au

36-75 kg

45 cm

48 cm

SHOULDER HEIGHT

SEAT WEIGHT

32-52 cm or 45-67 cm (when
Shoulder protector wings added)

10.5 kg

CARROT XL

Backrest Height Infill

Ergonomically
designed HEAD
SUPPORT holds the
head and protects
from side impacts
and centrifugal
forces

